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Comparative analysis of non-perturbative e�ets inB ! Xul� l deaysBernd A. Kniehl, Gustav KramerII. Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Hamburg,Luruper Chaussee 149, 22761 Hamburg, Germany.Ji-Feng YangDepartment of Physis, East China Normal University,3663th Zhong Shan Bei Road, Shanghai 200062, ChinaAbstratIn order to extrat the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element jVubj fromB ! Xul�l deays, the overwhelming bakground from B ! Xl�l deays must beredued by appropriate aeptane uts. We study the non-perturbative e�ets dueto the motion of the b quark inside the B meson on the phenomenologially relevantdeay distributions of B ! Xul�l in the presene of suh uts in a omparativeanalysis based on shape funtions and the parton model in the light-one limit.Comparisons with reent data from the CLEO, BABAR, and BELLE ollaborationsfavor the shape-funtion approah.PACS: 12.39.Hg, 13.20.He, 14.40.Nd, 14.65.Fy
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1 IntrodutionTo test the preditions of the Standard Model for the simultaneous violation of the hargeonjugation and parity (CP) symmetries in B-meson deays, it is very important to knowthe matrix element jVubj of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark-mixing matrix [1℄very aurately. The unertainties in existing measurements, by the CLEO [2℄, BABAR[3, 4, 5, 6℄, and BELLE [7, 8, 9℄ ollaborations, are dominantly due to unertainties inthe theoretial alulation of partial deay rates to be ompared with the experimentalmeasurements. Experimentally, the inlusive rate ��ul�(��) of B ! Xul�l deays in arestrited region �� of phase spae is measured, where the dominant harm bakgroundis suppressed and theoretial unertainties are redued. The theoretial fator R(��)diretly relates the inlusive rate to jVubj without extrapolation to the full phase spae,as jVubj2 = ��ul�(��)R(��) : (1)The unertainties in the alulation of R(��) dominantly originate from the modelingof the Fermi motion of the b quark inside the B meson. Most of the reent analysestowards the determination of jVubj from measurements of ��ul�(��) [4, 5, 8, 9℄ rely onthe alulation of R(��) by Lange et al. [10℄. They use the so-alled shape-funtion(SF) sheme, whih is an extended version of the original SF approah [11, 12℄ with manye�ets due to renormalization-group-improved perturbation theory, higher-order powerorretions from subleading SF terms, et. But there are many more approahes knownfor desribing the non-perturbative B ! b transition. We mention the Altarelli-Cabibbo-Corbo-Maiani-Martinelli (ACCMM) model [13℄, one of the oldest models to desribe themotion of the b quark inside the B meson. In this model, it is assumed that the B mesononsists of the b quark and a spetator quark, with de�nite mass mspe and momentumpspe, whih is onsidered quasi-free. The b quark is treated as a virtual partile witha mass depending on pspe. Another popular model for desribing the non-perturbativeB ! b transition is the model of Bareiss, Jin, Palmer, and Pashos based on the partonmodel approah in the light-one (LC) limit [14, 15℄. All these models, inluding theSF models, ontain phenomenologial funtions of the respetive variables desribing themotion of the b quark inside the B meson with parameters �tted to the b-quark mass andone or two harateristi moments of these funtions. Another approah tries to avoidthese non-perturbative funtions by assuming that the fragmentation of the B meson intothe b quark and the spetator quark an be desribed as a radiation proess o� the bquark with a proper oupling inserted in the standard soft-gluon resummation formula[16℄. For a similar approah, referred to as dressed-gluon exponentiation (DGE) in theliterature, see Ref. [17℄.Given the variety of approahes for treating the non-perturbative transition, it is de-sirable to make an attempt to ompare these approahes with respet to their preditionsfor R(��) and other physial observables. In this work, we shall make suh a omparisonbetween the simple SF approah and the parton model approah in the LC limit, whihwe shall refer to as the LC approah in the following. Suh a omparison of the parton2



model and the ACCMM model has already been done some time ago in Ref. [18℄.The outline of this work is as follows. In Set. 2, we give a short introdution to theSF and LC approahes. Setion 3 ontains the results for R(��) for three hoies of ��underlying reent experimental measurements by BABAR and BELLE. In addition toR(��), we also present in Set. 3 distributions in several kinematial variables and om-pare them with measured di�erential deay distributions. Setion 4 ontains a summaryand the onlusions.2 Theoretial ingredients2.1 Perturbative di�erential deay rateThe di�erential deay width of B ! Xul� l has been alulated up to �rst order in thestrong-oupling onstant �s by De Fazio and Neubert [19℄ using a �titious gluon massto regulate soft and ollinear gluon ontributions. This result has been on�rmed usingdimensional regularization for the soft and ollinear singularities in Ref. [20℄ and by us.The quantity of interest is the triple di�erential deay rate d3�=(dx dz dp̂2) ofb(pb)! Xu(p) + l(pl) + � l(p�); (2)where Xu = u or Xu = u + g in the ase of single-gluon emission and the assigned four-momenta are displayed in parentheses. Introduing p = pu + pg and q = pl + p�, we havepb = p+ q. The variables x, z, and p̂2 are de�ned asx = 2pb � plm2b ; z = 2pb � pm2b ; p̂2 = p2m2b ; (3)and take the values0 � x � 1; x � z � 1 + x; max(0; z � 1) � p̂2 � x(z � x); (4)where x = 1 � x. The variable p̂2 measures the invariant mass square of the hadronisystem Xu in units of m2b , while, in the b-quark rest frame, x and z orrespond to theenergies of l and Xu in units of mb=2, respetively. For �xed values of z and p̂2, x variesin the range z �pz2 � 4p̂22 � x � z +pz2 � 4p̂22 : (5)Doubly and singly di�erential deay distributions are obtained by appropriately integrat-ing over d3�=(dx dz dp̂2). The simplest distribution is the spetrum in x, whih reads[19, 21℄: 1�0 d�dx = 2x2(3� 2x) �1� CF�s2� G(x)� ; (6)where CF = 4=3, �0 = G2F jVubj2m5b192�3 ; (7)3



with GF being Fermi's onstant, is the total deay rate at leading order (LO) andG(x) = ln2(1� x) + 2Li2(x) + 23�2 + 82� 153x+ 86x212x(3� 2x)+ 41� 36x+ 42x2 � 16x36x2(3� 2x) ln(1� x); (8)with Li2 being the Spene funtion. By integrating over x, one obtains the well-knownO(�s) formula for the total deay rate of b! Xul� l:� = �0 �1� CF�s2� ��2 � 254 �� : (9)Formulas for other doubly di�erential distributions like d2�=(dz dp̂2) and d2�=(dx dz) orsingly di�erential distributions like d�=dz and d�=dp̂2 may be found in Ref. [19℄. Fromd2�=(dz dp̂2), also the distribution in the hadroni invariant mass MX an be alulated.In the heavy-quark limit, where pB = (MB=mb)pb, one hasM2X = p̂2m2b + zmb� + �2; (10)where � = MB �mb.2.2 SF approahIn kinemati regions lose to the phase spae boundaries, the perturbative spetra areinfrared sensitive and expeted to reeive large non-perturbative orretions. Suh or-retions are due to the motion of the b quark inside the B meson and are usually referredto as Fermi-motion orretions [13℄. In the singly di�erential spetra, suh regions are1 � x = O(�QCD=mb) for the harged-lepton energy spetrum, 1 � z = O(�QCD=mb)for the hadroni energy spetrum, and the low-hadroni-mass region M2X = O(�QCDmb),where �QCD � 0:5 GeV is the asymptoti sale parameter of QCD.One popular method to inorporate Fermi-motion e�ets is the introdution of a SFF (k+), whih is supposed to desribe light-one momentum distribution of the b quarkinside the B meson [11, 12℄. The omponent k+ of the b-quark light-one momentumvaries between �mb and � with a distribution entered around k+ = 0 and having aharateristi width of O ���. The physial B-meson deay distributions are alulatedfrom a onvolution of the perturbative b-quark deay spetra with F (k+). This is doneby replaing the b-quark mass by the momentum-dependent mass mb+k+. Similarly, theparameter � is replaed by � � k+ [11℄. Introduing q+ = � � k+, the harged-leptonenergy distribution, for example, is modi�ed to beome [19℄d�dEl (B ! Xul�l) = 2 Z MB�2El0 dq+F ��� q+�MB � q+ d�(xq)dx ; (11)where d�=dx is the perturbative spetrum given in Eq. (6), xq = 2El=(MB � q+), and theharged-lepton energy El varies in the range 0 � El � MB=2. The analogous formulas4



for the distributions in the total hadroni energy and the hadroni mass may be found inRef. [19℄ and will not be repeated here. Sine we wish to alulate the frational deayrate with uts on El andMX , we need the doubly di�erential distribution d2�=(dEl dMX).This and the triply di�erential distribution d2�=(dEl dMX dq2) are derived analogouslyto Eq. (11). After the implementation of the SF, the kinemati variables take values inthe entire phase spae determined by hadron kinematis. For example, the maximumlepton energy is Emaxl = MB=2, whereas it is equal to mb=2 for the phase spae of theperturbative deay rate.Several funtional forms of F (k+) are available in the literature. They are onstrainedthrough moments An = hkn+i of F (k+), whih are related to the forward matrix elementsof loal operators on the light one [10℄. The �rst three moments areA0 = 1; A1 = 0; A2 = �2�3 ; (12)where �2� is the average momentum square of the b quark inside the B meson [22℄. In ouranalysis, we adopt the exponential form [23℄F (k+) = N��(�� k+)e(1+)k+=�; (13)whih obeys A1 = 0 if one neglets terms exponentially small in mb=�. The onditionA0 = 1 �xes the normalization fator N , and the parameter  is related to the seondmoment as A2 = �21 + : (14)So, the b-quark mass mb (or �) and the parameter  (or �2�) are the two input parametersof F (k+). Our hoie of � and �2� will be spei�ed in Set. 3, when we present our resultsfor the ut-dependent partial deay rates R(��).2.3 LC approahSine the B meson is heavy, the momentum transferred in the deay to the �nal state is,in most regions of phase spae, muh larger than the energy of hadroni binding, whihis of O(�QCD). This suggests that the semileptoni deay of the B meson an be treatedin a way analogous to deep-inelasti sattering (DIS) in lepton-proton ollisions. There,LC dynamis dominates DIS and leads to the well-known saling of the DIS struturefuntions. This is implemented in the parton model, where in LO the struture funtionsare given by the parton distribution funtions. These are funtions of the saling variable�, whih relates the parton four-momentum pq = �pp to the proton four-momentum pp.In an analogous manner, the hadron deay proess B ! Xul� l is modeled by onvolutingthe parton deay proess b! Xul� l with the distribution funtion f(�) of the momentumpb = �pB of the b-quark inside the B meson aording tod�(B ! Xul� l) = Z d� f(�) d�(b! Xul� l)jpb=�pB : (15)5



This has the onsequene that mb = �MB is also smeared with the variable �. Thedistribution funtion f(�) an be expressed in terms of the matrix element of the LCbiloal b-quark operator between B-meson states as [24℄f(�) = 14�M2B Z d(y � pB) ei�y�pBhBjb(0) � pB(1� 5)U(0; y)b(y)jBijy2=0; (16)where U(0; y) is a gauge link assoiated with the bakground gluon �eld that ensuresthe gauge invariane of f(�). The distribution funtion f(�) is positive and has non-zerovalues for 0 � � � 1 only. It ful�lls three sum rules [24℄. One of them is due to b-quarknumber onservation and reads Z 10 d� f(�) = 1: (17)Reduing the biloal operator in Eq. (16) to a loal one with the help of the operatorprodut expansion [24℄ in heavy-quark e�etive theory (HEQT), one obtains two moresum rules. They determine, up to O(�2QCD=m2b), the mean value � and the variane �2 off(�), whih haraterize the position of the maximum and the width of the distribution[24℄: � = Z 10 d� �f(�) = mbMB �1 + 53Eb� ;�2 = Z 10 d� (� � �)2f(�) = m2bM2B "23Kb � �53Eb�2# ; (18)where Gb = � 12MB hBjhgsG�����4m2b hjBi;Kb = � 12MB hBjh(iD)22m2b hjBi;Eb = Gb +Kb: (19)Here, gs = p4��s, h is the b-quark �eld, G�� is the �eld strength tensor of the strongfore, and D is the ovariant derivative involving the gluon �eld. The matrix elementsGb and Kb measure the hromomagneti energy due to the b-quark spin and the kinetienergy of the b quark inside the B meson, respetively. Both are dimensionless HQETparameters of O(�2QCD=m2b) and are often related to the alternative parameters�1 =�2m2bKb;�2 =�23m2bGb: (20)The parameter �2 an be extrated from the B�{B mass splitting yielding�2 = (M2B� �M2B) =4 � 0:12 GeV2. Values for �1 = ��2�, introdued earlier, will be6



spei�ed in Set. 3, when we present our results. If we introdue these two parameters inEq. (18), we have � = mbMB  1� 5(�1 + 3�2)6m2b ! ;�2 = m2bM2B 24� �13m2b �  5(�1 + 3�2)6m2b !235 : (21)Of ourse, the three parametersmb, �1, and �2 only onstrain the position of the maximumand the width of the distribution. For numerial evaluations, one needs the whole funtionf(�), for whih we adopt the ansatz [15, 25℄f(�) = N �(1� �)a2 + (� � b)2 �(�)�(1� �): (22)The parameters a and b are determined from the values of � and �2. The normalizationfator N is �xed by Eq. (17). For b = mb=MB and a ! 0, Eq. (22) beomes a deltafuntion, namely f(�) = Æ(� �mb=MB). In the following, we shall always use �1 and �2as input to determine a and b via Eq. (21).3 Numerial resultsThe large bakground from B ! Xl� l is the main limitation for measuring jVubj. Torejet this bakground, kinemati uts have to be applied. Depending on these uts,the aeptane for B ! Xul� l deays is redued. With suh aeptane uts applied,the alulation of the B ! Xul� l deay rate is more ompliated and, in partiular,inuened muh more strongly by the modeling of the non-perturbative B ! b transitionthan without uts.In reent experimental analyses, four types of uts have been introdued to separateB ! Xul� l deays from the muh more abundant B ! Xl� l deays. First, various utson the harged-lepton energy El (with or without an additional ut on the invariant massMX of the hadroni system) were used by the CLEO [2℄, BABAR [4, 5℄, and BELLE [8℄ollaborations. The three other ut senarios, whih were adopted by BABAR [3℄ andBELLE [7, 9℄ and whih we shall onsider here, ombine uts on El with uts on MX , theinvariant mass square q2 of the leptoni system [26℄, and the variable P+ = EX � j~pX j[27℄, where EX and ~pX are the energy and three-momentum of the hadroni systemXu, respetively. Spei�ally, they are de�ned as: (1) El > 1 GeV, MX < 1:7 GeV,and q2 > 8 GeV2; (2) El > 1 GeV and MX < 1:7 GeV; and (3) El > 1 GeV andP+ < 0:66 GeV. The orresponding frational deay rates will be denoted as r1, r2, andr3, respetively. They all depend on the desription of the non-perturbative b ! Btransition, for whih we shall use the SF and LC approahes as disussed in the previoussetion. 7



Both the SF F (k+) and the distribution funtion f(�) of the LC approah dependstrongly on the b-quark mass and muh less on the parameters �1 and �2, as we shall seebelow. For these parameters, we hoosemb = (4:72�0:08) GeV, �1 = (�0:25�0:10) GeV2,and �2 = 0:12 GeV2. Sine the b quark annot be observed due to on�nement, the valueof mb an only be obtained indiretly from measurements other than that of B ! Xul�l.The value of mb depends on the sheme, in whih it is de�ned. For simpliity, we takemb to be the pole mass. The sale-invariant b-quark mass in the modi�ed minimal-subtration (MS) sheme urrently quoted by the Partile Data Group [28℄ as mb =mb(mb) = (4:20 � 0:07) GeV orresponds to mb = (4:78 � 0:08) GeV at the two-looplevel. A determination of mb and �1 by �tting B ! Xs deay spetra may be found inRef. [29℄, with the result that mb = �4:79+0:06�0:10� GeV and �1 = ��0:24+0:09�0:18� GeV2. In theanalysis of their data [9℄, the BELLE Collaboration used the values mb = 4:60 GeV and�1 = �0:20 GeV2 within the SF sheme. All these values are onsistent with our abovehoie for mb and �1. With these parameters, we alulate the parameters � and  that�x the SF F (k+) in Eq. (13) as well as, via Eq. (21), the parameters a and b that �xthe distribution funtion f(�) of the LC approah in Eq. (22). In the latter ase, we alsoneed as input the parameter �2, whih we �x as desribed above. The values of � and in Eq. (13) and those of a and b in Eq. (22) are olleted in Tables 1 and 2, respetively,for mb = 4:64, 4.72, and 4.80 GeV and for �1 = �0:35, �0:25, and �0:15 GeV2.Table 1: Values of � (in GeV) and  = �3�=�1 � 1 appearing in Eq. (13) for variousvalues of mb (in GeV) and �1 (in GeV2).mb 4.64 4.72 4.80HHHHHH�1 � 0.6392 0.5592 0.4792�0:35 2.5021 1.6803 0.9683�0:25 3.9029 2.7525 1.7556�0:15 7.1715 5.2541 3.5927Before we an present our results for r1, r2, and r3, we need to know the hange of thefully integrated deay rate of B ! Xul�l due to the Fermi motion of the b quark insidethe B meson. Therefore, we write�(B ! Xul�l) = r0�(b! Xul� l); (23)where �(b! Xul� l) is given by Eq. (9) and the deviation of r0 from unity measures theinuene of the Fermi motion. The results for r0 evaluated in the SF and LC approaheswith the �xed value �s = 0:22 are given in Tables 3 and 4, respetively, for the same valuesof mb and �1 as in Tables 1 and 2. We see that, in both approahes, r0 is approximatelyequal to one. The variation with mb is very small; r0 mostly depends on �1. The deviationof r0 from unity is beause the fator mb in �0 [see Eq. (7)℄ is replaed by hmb+k+i5 in the8



Table 2: Values of a and b appearing in Eq. (22) for various values of mb (in GeV) and�1 (in GeV2). HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.80�0:35 0.007950 0.006940 0.005895 a0.8941 0.9094 0.9245 b�0:25 0.005911 0.005215 0.004493 a0.8861 0.9014 0.9166 b�0:15 0.003604 0.003212 0.002804 a0.8780 0.8934 0.9087 bSF ase and by h�mbi5 in the LC ase. It is instrutive to approximate these expetationvalues by their lowest non-vanishing moments. In the SF ase, we thus obtain for r0:r0 � 1 + 10A2m2b ; (24)where A2 is given in Eq. (14). This yields r0 = 1:0374 for mb = 4:72 GeV, almost thesame value as in Table 3. The derivation omes from the higher moments, whih mustbe even smaller. Of ourse, these results do not imply that the integrated deay rateis almost independent of mb. On the ontrary, it is proportional to m5b and, therefore,hanges with this fator. Only the inuene of the Fermi motion on this deay rate issmall and feebly depends on mb, as one would expet. Independently varying mb and �1,we have r0 = 1:0353+0:0153�0:0145. Table 4 exhibits a similar pattern for r0 in the LC ase. Forour entral hoie of mb and �1, it is almost one. It hanges very little with mb and morewith �1. Over the whole range of mb and �1, we have r0 = 1:0044+0:0297�0:0309. Approximatingr0 by the �rst two non-vanishing moments, we obtainr0 � 1 + 253 Eb + 203 Kb = 1� 45�16m2b � 25�22m2b ; (25)whih yields r0 � 1:0168 for our default values of mb, �1, and �2. Comparison withTable 4 reveals that, in the LC ase, the higher moments are more important than inthe SF ase. Sine the error of r0 is doubled as ompared to the SF ase, the error inthe integrated deay rate is also larger. From Tables 3 and 4, we may also onlude thatparton-hadron duality is realized to good approximation for the total deay rate, r0 beinglose to unity.Next we present our results for the frational deay rates r1, r2, and r3. For theSF approah, they are listed in Table 5 for the same hoies of mb and �1 as above.The entral values are r1 = 0:362, r2 = 0:676, and r3 = 0:602. The results for theLC approah are given in Table 6, the entral values being r1 = 0:360, r2 = 0:694,and r3 = 0:667. They are similar to the SF ase, expet for r3, whih is larger in the9



Table 3: Values of r0 appearing in Eq. (23) evaluated for various values of mb (in GeV)and �1 (in GeV2) in the SF approah.HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.80�0:35 1.0506 1.0484 1.0463�0:25 1.0369 1.0353 1.0338�0:15 1.0225 1.0217 1.0208Table 4: Values of r0 appearing in Eq. (23) evaluated for various values of mb (in GeV)and �1 (in GeV2) in the LC approah.HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.80�0:35 1.0350 1.0335 1.0319�0:25 1.0049 1.0044 1.0041�0:15 0.9747 0.9755 0.9759LC ase. The SF to LC ratios read 1.00, 0.97, and 0.90. Thus, the frational deayrates are remarkably similar in the two approahes and di�er only little from the resultsr1 = 0:34, r2 = 0:66, and r3 = 0:57 obtained in Ref. [10℄, whih were used in Ref. [30℄ todetermine jVubj through a global analysis of the available experimental data. As expeted,the values of r1, r2, and r3 depend muh more strongly on mb than on �1, both in theSF and LC approahes. The variations of ri with these two parameters are larger inthe LC approah than in the SF approah. If we express these variations as errors,we have r1 = 0:362+0:024�0:027, r2 = 0:676+0:064�0:094, and r3 = 0:602+0:089�0:140 in the SF approahand r1 = 0:360+0:026�0:029, r2 = 0:694+0:094�0:200, and r3 = 0:667+0:098�0:479 in the LC approah. Wenotie that, in the LC approah, r3 beomes abnormally small for mb = 4:64 GeV and�1 = �0:15 GeV2.The similarity of the frational deay rates r1, r2, and r3 in the two approahes on-sidered here might be related to a fortunate hoie of the ut parameters Eminl , MmaxX ,(q2)min, and Pmax+ , whereas the distributions in MX , q2, and P+ for a �xed value ofEminl = 1 GeV say, ould di�er signi�antly. To eluidate this point, we alulate the par-tial deay frations r1, r2, and r3 as funtions of the ut parameters MmaxX , (q2)min, andPmax+ for the default values of the input parameters, mb = 4:72 GeV (� = 0:5592 GeV)and �1 = �0:25 GeV2. For this purpose, we de�ne~r1 �(q2)max� = 1� Z (q2)max0 dq2 d�dq2 �����El>1 GeV; MX<1:7 GeV ; (26)~r2 (MmaxX ) = 1� Z MmaxX0 dMX d�dMX �����El>1 GeV ; (27)10



Table 5: Values of r1, r2, and r3 evaluated for various values of mb (in GeV) and �1 (inGeV2) in the SF approah.HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.800.3438 0.3659 0.3860 r1�0:35 0.6283 0.6888 0.7398 r20.5411 0.6223 0.6908 r30.3386 0.3617 0.3824 r1�0:25 0.6082 0.6763 0.7330 r20.5076 0.6016 0.6796 r30.3347 0.3586 0.3795 r1�0:15 0.5828 0.6633 0.7290 r20.4614 0.5779 0.6724 r3~r3 �Pmax+ � = 1� Z Pmax+0 dP+ d�dP+ �����El>1 GeV ; (28)whih are related to r1, r2, and r3 asr1 = ~r1 �26 GeV2�� ~r1 �8 GeV2� ;r2 = ~r2(1:7 GeV);r3 = ~r3(0:66 GeV): (29)In Fig. 1, ~r1 is plotted as a funtion of (q2)max for the SF (solid line) and LC (dashedline) approahes. We observe that the di�erene between the two approahes is rathersmall over the whole range of (q2)max, way up to 25 GeV2. Later, when we ompare withexperimental measurements, we shall see that the same holds true for the normalizeddistribution (1=�)d�=dq2 with the above uts on El andMX . The situation is very similarfor ~r2, whih is shown as a funtion of MmaxX in Fig. 2. Here, the di�erene between thetwo approahes is appreiable only for small values of MmaxX , for MmaxX �< 1:5 GeV. Thesituation is very di�erent for ~r3, whih is depited as a funtion of Pmax+ for the twoapproahes in Fig. 3. We observe that the two distributions oinide at Pmax+ � 0:6 GeV,where their slopes are very di�erent, however. The result of the LC approah is somewhatlarger above this value of Pmax+ , way up to Pmax+ � 1:2 GeV, while is signi�antly smallerbelow. As we shall illustrate below, this may be understood by onsidering the normalizedP+ distribution (1=�)d�=dP+ with the ut El > 1 GeV, whih is very di�erent for thetwo approahes. It turns out that the hoie of Eminl is not responsible for this di�erene.As for measurements of frational deay rates R(��), experimental data for the nor-malized distributions (1=�)d�=dMX and (1=�)d�=dP+ with uts on El have been pub-lished and an be ompared to the respetive distributions evaluated in the SF and LC11



Table 6: Values of r1, r2, and r3 evaluated for various values of mb (in GeV) and �1 (inGeV2) in the LC approah.HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.800.3476 0.3674 0.3856 r1�0:35 0.6201 0.7305 0.7878 r20.5668 0.6997 0.7657 r30.3395 0.3601 0.3788 r1�0:25 0.5578 0.6942 0.7743 r20.4584 0.6674 0.7520 r30.3313 0.3527 0.3720 r1�0:15 0.4945 0.6300 0.7557 r20.1886 0.6192 0.7357 r3approahes (see Ref. [16℄ for a similar omparison). Spei�ally, (1=�)d�=dMX distribu-tions with El > 1 GeV have been published by BABAR [3, 6℄ and BELLE [9℄. In Figs. 4and 5, we ompare these measured distributions to our preditions in the SF and LC ap-proahes. Both the measured and predited distributions are normalized to unity in thesignal region, whih is de�ned byMX < 2:5 GeV for BABAR [6℄ and byMX < 1:7 GeV forBELLE [9℄. From Figs. 4 and 5, we see that the preditions in the SF approah are in rea-sonable agreement with both measurements, whereas the distributions of the LC approahare muh too narrow and their peaks are muh higher than in the measured distributions.A similar omparison is performed in Fig. 6 for the normalized distribution (1=�)d�=dP+with El > 1 GeV measured by BELLE [9℄. Both the measured and alulated distribu-tions are normalized to unity in the signal region de�ned by P+ < 0:66 GeV. Again, thedistribution in the SF approah agrees more or less with the experimental data, whereasthe one in the LC approah is muh too narrow. BELLE [9℄ also presented experimentaldata on the normalized distribution (1=�)d�=dq2 with El > 1 GeV normalized to unityin the signal region de�ned by MX < 1:7 GeV and q2 > 8 GeV2. These are ompared inFig. 7 with the preditions based on the SF and LC approahes. Here, the two theoretialdistributions are very similar and both agree with the measurement reasonably well.Finally, we turn to the harged-lepton energy distribution d�=dEl. In analogy toEqs. (26){(28), we de�ne the frational deay rate~r4 (Emaxl ) = 1� Z Emaxl0 dEl d�dEl : (30)In Tables 7 and 8, we present the values of ~r4(2:3 GeV) evaluated for various values of mband �1 in the SF and LC approahes, respetively. We notie that, for given values of mband �1, the results in the two approahes di�er appreiably. In partiular, ~r4(2:3 GeV)depends muh more strongly on mb for �xed �1 and vie versa in the LC approah asompared to the SF approah. This is due to the fat that the El distribution falls12



o� muh more rapidly towards the threshold at Emaxl = MB=2 in the LC approah asompared to the SF approah (see Figs. 9{11). Of ourse, this e�et diminishes if Emaxlis taken to be smaller than 2.3 GeV. In this ase, also the sensitivity of ~r4 (Emaxl ) on mband �1 is redued. The SF result for ~r4(2:3 GeV) agrees quite well with the value used byCLEO [2℄ to determine jVubj from the data points in the range 2.3 GeV < El < 2.6 GeV.Table 7: Values of ~r4(2:3 GeV) de�ned in Eq. (30) evaluated for various values of mb (inGeV) and �1 (in GeV2) in the SF approah.HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.80�0:35 0.9307 0.9099 0.8874�0:25 0.9419 0.9210 0.8978�0:15 0.9558 0.9347 0.9107
Table 8: Values of ~r4(2:3 GeV) de�ned in Eq. (30) evaluated for various values of mb (inGeV) and �1 (in GeV2) in the LC approah.HHHHHH�1 mb 4.64 4.72 4.80�0:35 0.9646 0.9385 0.9106�0:25 0.9780 0.9524 0.9241�0:15 0.9910 0.9669 0.9382In Fig. 8, ~r4 is displayed as a funtion of Emaxl for the SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line)approahes. We observe that, as Emaxl approahes its kinematial upper limit, the LCresult is saturated appreiably earlier than the SF one. This would lead to an aordingdi�erene in the value of jVubj extrated from the data if a large Emaxl ut were imposed.For Emaxl �< 2 GeV, the SF and LC results for ~r4 are very similar.In Figs. 9, 10, and 11, we ompare the normalized El distributions (1=�)d�=dEl pre-dited by the SF and LC approahes with measurements by CLEO [2℄, BABAR [5℄, andBELLE [8℄, respetively. Both the measured and alulated distributions are normalizedto unity in the signal region, whih is de�ned by El > 2:30 GeV for CLEO [2℄ and byEl > 2:25 GeV for BABAR [5℄ and BELLE [8℄. In the signal region, where the bak-ground from b !  transitions is expeted to be minimal, the SF results agree with theCLEO, BABAR, and BELLE data quite satisfatorily, while the LC results are learlydisfavored. In fat, the El distributions of the LC approah drop o� muh too stronglytowards the threshold at El = MB=2 and deviate from the data throughout the signalregion. This disagreement again points to the inadequay of the LC approah to desribethe non-perturbative e�ets in B ! Xul� l deays, whih was already notied for the MX13



and P+ distributions in Figs. 4{6. Finally, we should note that, in Figs. 9{11, the theoret-ial preditions refer to the rest frame of the B meson, while the experimental data referto that of the �(4S) meson. However, sine the motion of the B mesons in the �(4S)rest frame is non-relativisti, this mismath is rather insigni�ant in omparison with theexperimental errors.4 ConlusionsWe studied non-perturbative e�ets on B ! Xul� l deays due to the motion of the bquark inside the B meson adopting two approahes frequently disussed in the literature,namely the shape-funtion formalism and the parton model in the light-one limit. Whilethese e�ets are generally small for the total deay rate, they may beome substantial onekinemati aeptane uts are applied. In fat, suh aeptane uts are indispensable inpratie in order to suppress the overwhelming bakground from B ! Xl�l deays. Weonsidered three ut senarios, involving the invariant mass MX of the hadroni systemXu, the variable P+ = EX � j~pX j related to the energy EX and the three-momentum~pX of Xu, the invariant mass square q2 of the leptoni system, and the harged-leptonenergy El, that were adopted in reent experimental analyses by the CLEO, BABAR,and BELLE ollaborations. Comparisons with deay distributions in MX , P+, and Elmeasured in these experiments disfavor the light-one approah.AknowledgmentsThe work of B.A.K. and G.K. was supported in part by the German Federal Ministry ofEduation and Researh (BMBF) through Grant No. 05 HT6GUA. The work of J.-F.Y.was supported in part by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China throughGrant Nos. 10205004 and 10475028.Referenes[1℄ N. Cabibbo, Phys. Rev. Lett. 10, 531 (1963); M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa, Prog.Theor. Phys. 49, 652 (1973).[2℄ A. Bornheim et al. [CLEO Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 231803 (2002).[3℄ B. Aubert et al. [BABAR Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 071802 (2004); ReportNo. BABAR-CONF-05/11, SLAC-PUB-11310, hep-ex/0507017.[4℄ B. Aubert et al. [BABAR Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 111801 (2005)[Erratum-ibid. 97, 019903 (2006)℄.[5℄ B. Aubert et al. [BABAR Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. D 73, 012006 (2006).14
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Figure 1: Frational deay rate ~r1 de�ned in Eq. (26) evaluated as a funtion of (q2)maxin the SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line) approahes.17



Figure 2: Frational deay rate ~r2 de�ned in Eq. (27) evaluated as a funtion of MmaxX inthe SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line) approahes.18



Figure 3: Frational deay rate ~r3 de�ned in Eq. (28) evaluated as a funtion of Pmax+ inthe SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line) approahes.
19



Figure 4: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dMX with El > 1 GeV normalized to unityin the signal region (MX < 2:5 GeV) as predited in the SF (solid line) and LC (dashedline) approahes is ompared with BABAR data [6℄.20



Figure 5: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dMX with El > 1 GeV normalized to unityin the signal region (MX < 1:7 GeV) as predited in the SF (solid line) and LC (dashedline) approahes is ompared with BELLE data [9℄.21



Figure 6: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dP+ with El > 1 GeV normalized to unity inthe signal region (P+ < 0:66 GeV) as predited in the SF (solid line) and LC (dashedline) approahes is ompared with BELLE data [9℄.
22



Figure 7: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dq2 with El > 1 GeV normalized to unity inthe signal region (MX < 1:7 GeV and q2 > 8 GeV2) as predited in the SF (solid line)and LC (dashed line) approahes is ompared with BELLE data [9℄.
23



Figure 8: Frational deay rate ~r4 de�ned in Eq. (30) evaluated as a funtion of Emaxl inthe SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line) approahes.24



Figure 9: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dEl normalized to unity in the signal region(2.30 GeV < El < 2:60 GeV) as predited in the SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line)approahes is ompared with CLEO data [2℄.
25



Figure 10: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dEl normalized to unity in the signal region(2.25 GeV < El < 2:60 GeV) as predited in the SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line)approahes is ompared with BABAR data [5℄.
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Figure 11: The deay distribution (1=�)d�=dEl normalized to unity in the signal region(2.25 GeV < El < 2:60 GeV) as predited in the SF (solid line) and LC (dashed line)approahes is ompared with BELLE data [8℄.
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